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Introduction 

 
A primary goal of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance is to provide great storage efficiency for backing 

up data. Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance has always provided a variety of compression algorithms 

(LZJB and GZIP[1-9]) for different workloads that significantly reduce overall data storage 

consumption.  

Description OS8.6 OS8.7 

LZ4 Compression  X 

LZJB Compression X X 

GZIP Compression X X 

GZIP9 Compression X X 

Deduplication 2.0  X 

 

Newly added OS8.7 data reduction features: 

 LZ4 compression provides good compression ratios with lower CPU overhead. 

 Deduplication 2.0 improves data reduction savings while scaling performance. 

 Efficient replication integrates both compression and deduplication to reduce overall 

network bandwidth and storage footprints. 

 

It is important to review best practices for backup configurations that include deduplication so that data 

reduction ratios, system resources, and network bandwidth are optimized. If configuration practices are 

not met, overall reduction ratios and system performance can be reduced.  

This white paper describes general best practices for configuring Oracle ZFS Storage ZS4-4, Oracle 

ZFS Storage ZS5-2, and Oracle ZFS Storage ZS5-4 platforms to use LZ4 compression and 

deduplication with the following backup products: 

 Oracle Recovery Manager (Oracle RMAN) for Oracle Database backups 

 Microsoft SQL server dumps 

 Veritas NetBackup (NBU) OpenStorage Technology (OST) 

 VEEAM v. 9 for VM backups 
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Combining Compression with Deduplication 

Guidelines for using these new features with Oracle RMAN backups and third-party backup products 

recommend combining LZ4 compression with deduplication to maximize backup storage while optimizing 

throughput. Using these configuration guidelines yields combined compression and deduplication ratios in the 

2.5X to 8.73X range. 

LZ4 Compression 

LZ4 provides fast compression, excellent compression ratios, and scales with multiple CPU cores. It is 
enabled when the project or share is created. 

Deduplication 2.0 

The ZFS implementation is inline, block-level deduplication, which means that redundant data can be reduced 

when it is written to disk. The way it works is that a hash is calculated for each block written to storage, which 

is then compared to entries in a deduplication table (DDT) of previously written blocks. When an incoming 

block matches, it is not written to storage. Instead, a reference pointer to the existing block is used, resulting 

in reduced storage space for large amounts of backup data. 

Deduplication 2.0 is targeted specifically for backup use cases. Full or level 0 backups yield the highest rate 

of deduplicated data. 

Benefits 

The new design provides that the DDT table is available in memory, and if the size of the table increases, it is 

available on DDT solid-state drives (SSDs), leveraging the existing Hybrid Storage Pool model to scale 

performance. Hybrid Storage Pool is a feature of Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance.  
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Overall deduplication 2.0 benefits include the following: 

 Provides excellent data reduction yields for backup use cases 

 Leverages powerful Hybrid Storage Pool for scalable deduplication performance 

 No additional licensing costs for deduplication or compression 

Data Reduction Feature Summary 

Review the following use cases and recommended data reduction features for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance: 

 

Use Case Data Reduction Feature Data Reduction Ratio 

General Backup/Archive LZ4 compression 2X–3X 

Oracle RMAN Backup LZ4 compression/deduplication 2.5X–2.9X 

Microsoft SQL Server 
Dump 

LZ4 compression/deduplication 8.73X 

NBU OST Backup LZ4 compression/deduplication 5.5X 

VEEAM Backup LZ4 compression/deduplication 6X–8X 

Full images from virtualized 
environments (VMware, 
Hyper-V, Oracle VM 
Server, Citrix, VDI, Cloud) 

LZ4 compression 2X–3X 

 

Recommended configuration practices for the above backup products are summarized below and will 

be covered more specifically in separate white papers. More detailed white papers and virtualization 

product information will be available at: 

https://community.oracle.com/community/server_%26_storage_systems/storage/zfs-storage-appliance. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Requirements 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance deduplication 2.0 is supported with the following hardware and software 
requirements: 
 

 OS8.7 software is required but no separate deduplication license is required. 

 The following platforms are supported and include recommended memory requirements: 

o Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance ZFS4-4 with at least 1 TB of memory per controller 

o Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance ZS5-2 with at least 384 GB of memory per controller 

o Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance ZS5-4 with at least 1.50 TB of memory per controller 

 3.2 TB SSDs for meta devices (DDT SSDs) and two for every four trays are recommended 

 Oracle Storage Drive Enclosure DE3-24C storage trays for meta devices (DDT SSDs) are required. 

https://community.oracle.com/community/server_&_storage_systems/storage/zfs-storage-appliance
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Figure 1 Verify and allocate devices screen 

 Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance 7x20 and later models using deduplication 1.0 are supported with 

deduplication 2.0 and no SSD is required: 

o Upon upgrade to OS8.7, the existing deduplication table is automatically migrated to the 

new format. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance Configuration 

 

Review the following best practices when configuring Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance as a backup target. 

Network Considerations 

The connections between the backup source system and Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance as the backup target 

should be as fast as possible. High-speed connectivity options such IP over InfiniBand (IPoIB), 40 Gigabit 

Ethernet (40 GbE), or 10 GbE are recommended. When configuring an Ethernet connection, using jumbo 

frames is highly recommended. If possible, allow concurrent jobs for each network interface. 

 

System Configuration―Active/Active 

 

Active/active clustered configurations yield the best data reduction ratios and best throughput performance. 

 

Storage Profile―Double Parity Recommended 

 

A double-parity storage profile provides the best usable capacity and performs well with large streaming I/O 

applications, which are typical for most backup workloads. Using a wide stripe width and creating a storage 
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pool with 14 disks is the best balance for combining compression and deduplication data reduction while 

maintaining backup throughput performance. A double-parity pool also allocates drives more efficiently than 

other storage profiles, which makes it a great choice for storing backup data. 

Configuring meta devices (DDT SSDs) provides scalable deduplication performance. A striped meta device 

profile is recommended. 

 

Figure 2 Choose Storage Profile screen 

 

Storage Profile―Pool Configuration 

Configure half of the available hard disk drives (HDDs) in each disk shelf in each pool. This allows for 

maximum performance and redundancy.  

 Select striped meta device profile with these recommendations: 

o Clustered systems with two pools and eight trays (four in each pool) require four DDT 

SSDs. 

o Clustered systems with two pools and 10 trays (five in each pool) require eight DDT SSDs. 

o A single controller with one pool and four trays requires two DDT SSDs. 

 

 Select the no-single-point-of-failure (NSPF) option when configuring the pool’s storage profile to 

ensure that the loss of an entire disk shelf will not compromise data availability. 

 Allocate the entire pool on the Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance backup target to maximize total data 

reduction within the pool. 

 

Creating Project or Shares 

Create a backup project or individual shares on your Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance as a backup target. 
Best practices for project or share configuration include the following: 
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 Select either a 128 K, 512 K, or 1 MB record size. See specific recommendation per product below. 

 Enable data deduplication. 

 Enable LZ4 compression. 

The above guidelines are for the general backup use case. More specific guidance for setting an optimal 

record size per backup product is provided at 

https://community.oracle.com/community/server_%26_storage_systems/storage/zfs-storage-appliance. 

Backup Product and Configuration Best Practices 

This section provides a summary of configuration practices for Microsoft SQL Server, NBU OST, VEEAM, 
and Oracle RMAN backups when using Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance storage as a backup target with 
deduplication and compression enabled. 

Microsoft SQL Server Dumps 

The following summary provides configuration recommendations for Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance and for 

the Microsoft SQL server. 

 System configuration: active/active cluster 

 Storage profile: 

o Select double parity (RAIDZ2) 

o Configure striped meta profile 

o No cache or log device 

 Share or project profile: 

o Enable LZ4 compression 

o Enable deduplication 

o Use either 128 K or 1 MB record size 

o Enable SMB3 protocol 

The Microsoft SQL server configuration includes the following parameters: 

 T-SQL BACKUP .. BLOCKSIZE recommendation: 128 KB or 1 MB 

 T-SQL BACKUP .. BUFFERCOUNT recommendation: (NumberOfBackupDevices * (Multiplier +1 ) + ( 2 * 

NumberOfVolumes). Multiplier is based on the I/O queue depth of the device. 

 T-SQL  BACKUP .. MAXTRANSFERSIZE: 128 KB or 1 MB 

 

NBU OST Plugin 

The following section summarizes network configuration recommendations and configuration best practices 

on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance and on the NBU OST media server. 

https://community.oracle.com/community/server_&_storage_systems/storage/zfs-storage-appliance
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Network considerations: Use a high-speed connection (IPoIB, 40 GbE, or 10 GBE) between media server and 

target appliance and enable jumbo frames on the network. Set maximum concurrent jobs to 12 for each 

InfiniBand or 40 GbE interface and 6 for each 10 GbE interface. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance configuration recommendations are as follows: 

 System configuration: active/active cluster 

 Storage profile: 

o Select double parity (RAIDZ2) 

o Configure mirrored log profile 

o Configure striped meta profile 

 Project or share profile: 

o Disable update access time on read 

o Enable data deduplication 

o Enable LZ4 for data compression 

o Select 1 MB for record size 

o Select sync write bias = throughput 

NBU OST configuration recommendations with Oracle Solaris 11.3 as the underlying OS are provided below. 

Similar tuning parameters for running Linux as the NBU media server are provided in the NBU documents. 

 Tune OS and network parameters and create NBU project: 

o Increase file descriptions and maximum number of client connections, set NFS buffer sizes, 

and increase max NFS threads in the /etc/system file and reboot. 

o Create a project for running the NetBackup processes. 

 Download NBU OST plugin. 

 Mount share from Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance with NFSv4 protocol, optimize the block size, and 

set locking (Oracle Solaris llock or Linux nolock). 

 From the NBU console, create a disk pool and storage pool. 

 

VEEAM v9 

The following section summarizes configuration recommendations on Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance and on 

the VEEAM side. 

Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance configuration is as follows: 

 System configuration: active/active cluster 

 Storage profile: 

o Select double parity (RAIDZ) 
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o Configure striped meta device 

o Configure striped log device 

 Project or share profile: 

o Enable deduplication 

o Enable LZ4 compression 

o Select 512 K record size 

o Set sync write bias = throughput 

VEEAM backup configuration is as follows: 

 Select 512 K record size 

 Enable block alignment configuration 

 Disable compression and deduplication 

 Enable per-VM backup files 

Oracle RMAN Level 0 Backup 

Best combined compression and deduplication ratios are realized with level 0 database backup or restore. 

High-speed connectivity such as InfiniBand is recommended. 

 System configuration: active/active cluster 

 Storage profile: 

o Select double parity 

o Configure mirrored meta devices 

 Project or share profile: 

o Enable deduplication 

o Enable LZ4 compression 

o Set sync write bias = throughput 

o Select 1 MB record size 

 

Deduplication/Encryption Recommendations 

If you are using encryption, which is an Oracle best practice, consider the following recommendations when 

using deduplication with Oracle RMAN backups of Oracle Database: 

 Use Oracle Database’s Transparent Data Encryption tablespace encryption at the database level. 

 Use Oracle RMAN encryption depending upon your security requirements. 

 No significant impact since Oracle RMAN recognizes tablespace encryption already in place 

 Avoid Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance encryption if using TDE tablespace encryption. 
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 Best deduplication ratios with TDE tablespace encrypted data are with mature databases. 

 

 

Oracle Hybrid Columnar Compression Interactions 

 
If you are performing Oracle RMAN backups of Oracle Database and are using Oracle Hybrid Columnar 
Compression and want to use deduplication, review the following considerations: 
 

 When Oracle Hybrid Columnar Compression is enabled and data within a compression unit (CU) is 

updated, the CU is rebuilt, which incurs overhead on the database. This means Oracle Hybrid 

Columnar Compression is not recommended on OLTP workloads where data is updated frequently. 

 Oracle Hybrid Columnar Compression is best for OLAP workloads not frequently modified after the 

CU is initially created during a bulk load. 

 Deduplication for Oracle RMAN backups with Oracle Hybrid Columnar Compression enabled is 

reduced if data changes frequently, but should be beneficial if data remains static. 

Backup Product and Configuration Best Practices Summary 

In summary, using third-party backup products with Oracle ZFS Storage Appliance is a powerful yet simple 
way to leverage both compression and deduplication to reduce your overall backup storage footprint. 

 

Product Oracle ZFS 
Storage 
Appliance 
Configuration 

Storage 
Profile  

Record Size Data Reduction Combined Ratio 

Oracle RMAN 
Backup 

Active/active Double Parity 
(RAIDZ2) and 
Mirrored Meta 
Profile 

1 MB LZ4/dedup 2.5X–2.90X 

Microsoft SQL 
Server Dump 

Active/active Double Parity 
(RAIDZ2) and 
Mirrored Meta 
Profile 

512 K or 1 
MB 

LZ4/dedup 8.73X 

NBU OST Active/active Double Parity 
(RAIDZ2) and 
Mirrored Meta 
Profile 

1 MB LZ4/dedup 5.5X 

VEEAM Active/active Double Parity 
(RAIDZ2) and 
Mirrored Meta 
Profile 

512 K LZ4/dedup 6X–8X 
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